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DESIGN
CONCEPT

The three storyboards show the clear
interaction path the user has when user
Story of Materials. As shown in
storyboard one, the user can select one
of five different environments which are
displayed to them by the five panels
already existing in the New Materials
exhibit. By using motion tracking with a
Kinect sensor, it will be able to detect
the user's movements and hand position
to determine which environment they
want to explore which they can immerse
themselves in to learn about that
environment. Moving onto storyboard
two, this shows the selected
environment has been projected to the blank wall adjacent to the wall with the five panels. From here the
user can interact with that environment learning about the different plants and animals that live in that
environment by interacting with them on the projection. Once again a Kinect sensor can be used to track
the users embodied interactions with the projection on the wall. After users have learnt enough about the
environment, they can select another or visit another exhibit in the museum.
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STORY OF
MATERIALS

Story of Materials is an embodied interaction experience which will be
located in the existing New Materials aimed at educating the next
generation about five different environments through an interactive
experience in the environments. After visiting the Queensland Museum, it
was determined that the existing exhibit was outdated and need a refresh. After doing proxemics studies in this
area, it was determined that the users that came in found the exhibit unappealing and simply walked right out after
walking in and not learning about the exhibit. To tackle this issue, it was determined the best course of action to
make the exhibit more appealing to all demographics was to install an interactive element to it. After analysing
different options the best one came forward involving two Kinect sensors and projection mapping. Using these
sensors, the user will be able to move around whilst the sensors are tracking them displaying it on the projection.
The user will be able to interact with the different environments nature and learn about it whilst having an
enjoyable experience
This has potential going forward with the integration of outside ideas to iron out any issues that have been
overlooked. By upgrading the New Materials exhibit to include an embodied interaction element, it will be able to
become a much more enjoyable experience for the users.
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TECHNOLOGY

Singapore Museum
Story of the Forest

Cleveland Museum
Art Lens
Lavazza
Nuvola Lavazza
Coffee giant Lavazza recently opened a new headquarters in
Nuvola, in this they incorporated different interactive works
throughout. Two of the major ones that the company focused on
was their interactive touch tables and 360º projection through
the rooms. These two state of the art technological installations
allow the visitors to Lavazza to interact with these digitally and
learn more about Lavazza through an alternative user experience
rather than something that they have encountered before

Concept

The concept of Story of Materials relates to embodied interactions
through the movement to learn. Taking inspiration from the
Singapore exhibit, as the user moves around their chosen
environment, that embodied interaction of moving around effects
the environment and their virtual place in it. After the user grabs the
animal, using ideas from the Lavazza exhibit creating a more
engaging way to learn about a new coffee whereas in the case for
Story of Materials is creating a more engaging way of learning
about the chosen environment and the animals in it. This
experience creates a much more interactive and enjoyable user
experience than what is currently on offer in the New Materials
exhibit which is reading a sign

The Cleveland Museum Art Lens is a hands-on experience
allowing people of all ages to interact within more ways than one
defying the standard touch interactive screens occupying a large
space in the Museum. The screens use AI elements allowing users
to draw different shapes then match them in a gallery database.
As well as this the exhibit features front-facing cameras with the
ability to edit with artistic effects. This experience allows users to
bring out their creative side with the tangible experience with the
exhibit, their movements effect the canvas as the interactive
screens. This makes for a more engaging and interactive way for
the users to draw rather than a more analogue method

Analysis
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RELATION TO
SPATIAL
FIELD

EDUCATION

The Story of the Forest exhibit at the Singapore Museum by
TeamLab, it is a vibrant immersive experience for users interacting
with all different parts of the display. The massive screens hug the
walls giving the users views at eye level with animations on the
screen inviting them to find an animal. The exhibit also interacts
with an application helping you learn more about any animal or
about the exhibit itself. This exhibit has allowed the users to
further their knowledge of different animals in the area through an
immersive and tangible user interface. Through different
movements, the user discovers a different creature expanding
their knowledge through different interactions with the displays

The three exhibits all use different forms of interaction to engage with
the users in an alternative way. With the Singapore Museum exhibit using
the most embodied interaction in the way, it conveys the story through a
tangible user interface. However, the Lavazza and Cleveland Museum
aim to give a much more hands-on user experience through touch. The
Cleveland exhibit as a blank digital canvas has different reactions based
on the users embodied interaction with it creating a different piece of art
based on these movements. The Lavazza one uses a digital touch screen
with set pop-ups to educate rather than a more hands-on user
experience. These three exhibits, though different lay the groundwork
for the concept in the way the concept conveys the story, similar to the
Singapore exhibit, gives the user free range to explore the environment
and create their own path, similar to the Cleveland one, and lastly
educate in a digital and effective way through pop-up messaging once
you grab an animal, similar to the Lavazza exhibit.
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MOVEMENT
MAPPING

The user journey path illustrates the typical journey of a user which was determined using proxemic studies focusing on the
blue path shown in the proximty map. The first image shows the users being drawn into the New Materials exhibit through
the sharp side and convenient location of this exhibit. The second then shows the user reading the information panels for
the exhibit learning about the five environments and the history of them. Third, the user walks in front of the five pannels
investigating them in more detail before sitting down to take them all in, shown by image four. The last image then shows
the user leaving the exhibit through the main exit. This user journey clearly follows the path taken by blue line in the
proxemic studies which was the most regular path to take

The three different user paths represent the journey of the users through the New
Materials. The proxemics studies of this area is represented in the form of a proximity map
tracking the movements of the users. With the unique design and location of the layout of
the exhibit is draws the public in which is represented by the blue and green lines. These
lines are the two most common user paths entering on their way to the popular Lost
Worlds exhibit at the museum. The exhibit draws in the users through its angled entry way
promoting the users sense of intrgue encouraging them to explore further. It follows the
path of the user entering reading a small sign outline the exhibit and proceeding to view
all the artworks before leaving. Alternatively, the orange line represents a child running
through the exhibit not stopping to look at it. This was a common occurrence for the
exhibit with children and some adults not caring about the exhibit as it had little to no
user interfaces and instead is a plain exhibit with no excitement and no appeal for people
to stop and stare. During the studies, it was also determined that the shaping of the
exhibit area along with the entry and exit help the area to flow freely. The exhibit can be
described as a walk by, the users walk in the entry, read the panel, view the exhibit before
walking out. This helps the spatial distribution of people in the exhibit keeping it flow and
not getting over crowded.

The exhibit lacks an interactive experience for the users leaving them to desire what could’ve been. As shown by the
proxemic studies, this the typical path the users take for this exhibit, however, they don't spend much time in here. While
doing the studies, it was found the typical user spends less than two minutes in this exhibit. Comparing this to an exhibit
similar, users spend upwards of four minutes. The reason for this is that the other exhibit is more engaging to the user than
the New Materials exhibit. Incorporating an embodied interaction to the exhibit to keep users in the exhibit, extended the
users journey whilst also conveying the message in a more effective way

USER
TESTING

After user testing, similar design concepts, the main problem that was encountered was the reading reliability that the
Kinect sensor was giving out. This testing proved that this part of the project would be the most difficult making sure
the Kinect sensor accurately tracked the user's hand movements and selected the correct environment. Another issue
in the design concept in this area, it was determined that the floor may need positioning cues for the users. This
eliminates the guesswork for users helping them determine quickly and easily where to stand for the interaction with
the exhibit

VIDEO LINK FOR
MOVEMENT MAPPING
https://youtu.be/UtslSKo7IoE
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